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Yesterday season one was nominated for an Emmy in the Outstanding Serialised Sports Documentary category

LONDON—31 MARCH 2017—Amazon today announced it has greenlit season two of the Emmy-nominated All or Nothing, an Amazon Original
Series produced by NFL Films. This season of All or Nothing will give Amazon Prime members access to an NFL season unlike any that’s been
captured on screen. Customers will get to see the Rams’ entire 2016 season, which began with their relocation back to Los Angeles and culminated
with the hiring of a new head coach and preparations for the 2017 season.

Prime members will be able to stream All or Nothing: A Season with the Los Angeles Rams exclusively via the Amazon Prime Video app for TVs,
connected devices including Fire TV, mobile devices and online at amazon.co.uk/allornothing. Members can also download the series to mobile
devices for offline viewing at no additional cost to their membership. All or Nothing: A Season with the Los Angeles Rams will also be available to
Prime members in Austria, Canada, Germany, Japan, Mexico and the UK.

“All or Nothing brings Amazon Prime members a deep dive into the lives of professional athletes,” said Conrad Riggs, Head of Unscripted, Amazon
Originals. “We are excited to highlight the LA Rams in season two, a team with a compelling story of relocation, rebuilding and reuniting with the city
they once again call home.”

“NFL Films proved again that they’re the best in the business with the groundbreaking new franchise, All or Nothing, whose inaugural season profiling
the 2015 Arizona Cardinals was the highest-rated original series ever on Amazon Prime Video,” said Jordan Levin, Chief Content Officer, NFL Media.
“Chronicling the return of the Rams to Los Angeles provides an unbelievably unique backdrop to season two and one which provides NFL fans and
viewers around the world rare insight into a team overcoming an extraordinary set of circumstances to build their future.”

“Since bringing pro football back to the Los Angeles region last year after a 21-year absence, we have been committed to giving NFL fans an up-close
view of our journey,” said Rams EVP of Football Operations and Chief Operating Officer Kevin Demoff. “We are pleased that NFL Films captured this
important chapter in the NFL’s history and are looking forward to working with Amazon to bring this behind-the-scenes look at our team to their
customers.”

The first season of All or Nothing, which followed the Arizona Cardinals throughout the 2015 season, currently has an average customer rating of 4.8,
with 89% 5 star reviews, making it the highest-rated non-kids Amazon Original Series on Prime Video. Customers can now watch 28 exclusive behind
the scenes clips from season one by accessing the X-Ray feature on Amazon Fire TV, Fire TV Stick, Fire tablets and +3P Android mobile devices.

Produced by NFL Films, All or Nothing: A Season with the Los Angeles Rams is executive produced by Ross Ketover (Hard Knocks, Inside the NFL),
and Pat Kelleher (Hard Knocks, 30 for 30 - Four Falls of Buffalo). The showrunner is Keith Cossrow (A Football Life). Directors are Shannon Furman
and Pat Harris. Supervising producer is Bennett Viseltear and senior producer is Nick Mascolo.

Below are customer quotes from season one of All or Nothing:

“Hands DOWN...The BEST Football documentary I've ever seen.”
“Must See TV for Football Fans”
“AWESOME! Whether you're a fan of the Cardinals or just the NFL in general, this documentary series is awesome!”

Below are media quotes:

“Absolute game-changer of a series. It's reality TV for sports' fans, and is a fascinating insight into the major personalities
and their experiences.”  – ShortList
“The Drama is compelling.” – The Telegraph

Amazon customers who are not already Prime members can start a 30-day free trial of Amazon Prime by visiting Amazon.co.uk/Prime.
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About Prime Video
Amazon Video is a premium on-demand entertainment service that offers customers the greatest choice in what to watch, and how to watch it.
Amazon Video is the only service that provides all of the following:  
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Prime Video: thousands of popular movies and TV episodes, to stream or download, including Amazon Originals and
Exclusives like the highly anticipated series American Gods, based on the award-winning novel written by Neil Gaiman;
Goliath, starring Billy Bob Thornton; Sneaky Pete, executive produced by Bryan Cranston; Patriot, with Emmy winnerTerry
O’Quinn ; recently launched Z: The Beginning of Everything, with Christina Ricci; Paris-set fashion drama The
Collection; 2016 BAFTA winning Transparent; 2016 Golden Globe® winning Mozart in the Jungle; Ridley Scott
produced The Man in the High Castle; cult comic book series Preacher; time-travel romance Outlander; 2016 Golden
Globe® winning MR. ROBOT; Bosch, based on Michael Connelly’s best-selling books; all series of  Ripper Street and
Clarkson, Hammond and May show The Grand Tour. Plus, must-see films like The Hateful Eight, The Imitation Game,
Room, David Brent: Life on the Road, Trumbo, Spotlight and more. Prime Video is also now available to customers in
more than 200 countries and territories around the globe.
Rent or Own: thousands of titles, including new-release movies and current TV shows available for on-demand rental or
purchase for all Amazon customers.
Instant Access: Instantly watch anytime, anywhere through the Amazon Video app on smart TVs, mobile
devices, Amazon Fire TV, Fire TV Stick, and Fire tablets, on Xbox, PlayStation, Wii and Wii U, and through the web at
www.amazon.co.uk/primevideo.
Premium Features: Top features like 4K Ultra HD, High Dynamic Range (HDR) and mobile downloads for offline viewing.
 

Prime members across the UK now benefit from not just unlimited One-Day delivery on millions of products, but also access to great benefits
including: thousands of popular movies and TV episodes through Prime Video; access to over one million songs to stream and download through
Prime Music which also includes hundreds of Prime Playlists and Prime Stations; 30-minute early access to Lightning Deals on Amazon.co.uk; one
free pre-released book a month with Kindle First and unlimited photo storage with Prime Photos.  Amazon customers who are not already members
can start a 30-day free trial of Amazon Prime by visiting www.amazon.co.uk/prime.

About Amazon
Amazon is guided by four principles: customer obsession rather than competitor focus, passion for invention, commitment to operational excellence,
and long-term thinking. Customer reviews, 1-Click shopping, personalized recommendations, Prime, Fulfillment by Amazon, AWS, Kindle Direct
Publishing, Kindle, Fire tablets, Fire TV, Amazon Echo, and Alexa are some of the products and services pioneered by Amazon. For more information,
visit www.amazon.com/about.

About NFL Films

NFL Films, the most honored filmmaker in sports television history with 123 Sports Emmy Awards – remains a gold standard in sports television,
providing unprecedented access to and legendary storytelling about the sport of professional football. With more than 100 million feet of film in its
library, NFL Films is the historical backbone of NFL Network and a key supplier of the network’s programming, including the three-time
Emmy-nominated series A Football Life, offering untold stories into the lives of some of the NFL’s most recognizable icons, and The Timeline,
chronicling seminal moments that formed the NFL’s storied past, shape the present and, in some cases, set the stage for the future.

NFL Films is a part of NFL Media, the owned and operated media division of the National Football League which is comprised of NFL Network, NFL
Films, NFL.com, NFL Now, NFL Mobile from Verizon and NFL RedZone.

About the Los Angeles Rams
The Los Angeles Rams – Los Angeles’ original professional sports team – stand as one of the oldest franchises in the National Football League and
since its founding in 1937, have garnered three World Championships and sent 30 of its members to the Pro Football Hall of Fame. As a professional
sports team, the organization is committed to being a valuable civic partner and serving the greater Los Angeles area 365 days a year. For more
information visit www.therams.com and follow the Rams on Facebook and Twitter, @RamsNFL.
Source: Amazon.com, Inc.
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